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Retroposon revivals
Phylogenetic studies of the mouse L1 retroposon family show that the
elements evolve through successively active subfamilies, which differ
from each other by complete replacements of their promoter sequences.
Population geneticists interested in the evolution of
transposable genetic elements have been impressed by a
remarkable discrepancy between two of our best systems
for genetic studies - mammals and insects. These differ
in what has been called the frequency spectrum of trans-
posable element sites. Every site in the genome that is
occupied by a member of a given transposable element
family in at least one individual in the population, or in a
sample drawn from that population, has an associated
frequency: the proportion of haploid genomes in the
population (estimated from a sample) that possess the ele-
ment at that site. Such frequencies can be assessed by
restriction map variation arising from insertion-deletion
polymorphism, or, in Drosophila at least, by in situ
hybridization of transposable element probes to polytene
chromosomes. In mammals, or at least in man and
rodents, the vast majority of transposable element sites
are fixed in populations, with only occasional sites being
polymorphic for the presence or absence of the element.
In wild populations of Drosophila melanogaster, however,
the frequencies of transposable element sites are always
low. The variability between individuals that this repre-
sents is seen with all transposable element types, whether
they transpose via DNA or via RNA.
Two types of explanation can be offered for this pro-
found population genetic difference. The cause could be
a difference between flies and mammals in the effective
population size. The smaller the population, the higher
will be the probability that a given site will spread to fix-
ation, or be lost completely, through genetic drift, and
thus the smaller will be the proportion of polymorphic
sites. The level of electrophoretically detected protein
variability is indeed about three times as high in flies as in
mammals [1]. Furthermore, for transposable elements,
the effect of population size on the frequency spectrum
may be amplified by natural selection. Alternatively,
selection against transposable elements may operate
through their being sites for ectopic recombination [2].
Transposable elements at different chromosomal locations
may pair at meiosis, and recombination between them
would generate aneuploid gametes. Selection will arise as
a consequent loss of fertility.
The strongest evidence for this latter explanation comes
from the observation that transposable element densities
are often elevated in chromosomal regions with reduced
recombination rates. Such selection will show a fre-
quency-dependence at individual sites. A high-frequency
element would typically find itself homozygous at meiosis
and, with an available partner on the homologue, would
be unlikely to look elsewhere in the genome for a part-
ner. The rate of ectopic recombination will therefore
drop as the element's frequency increases. There may thus
be a subtle interplay between drift and selection, in
which, in small populations, drift may occasionally allow
sites to reach frequencies where the selection that they
suffer may be attenuated such that further drift to fixation
is unimpeded. In larger populations, all sites may remain
at low frequencies as selection operates to eliminate them.
Thus, the difference between the fly and mammal
frequency spectra may result directly from a population
size difference. However, other evidence suggests that the
addition of non-functional DNA to the Drosophila
genome may trigger purifying selection - in which the
allele bearing the insertion is selectively disadvantaged
relative to the pre-existing allele - to a degree not seen
in mammals. Drosophila appears to lack pseudogenes,
whereas mammalian pseudogenes are perhaps even as
common as functional genes. The one reported case of a
processed pseudogene in Drosophila - a processed
sequence derived from the second chromosomal alcohol
dehydrogenase (Adh) gene that is observed on chromo-
some three in D. yakuba and D. teissieri [3] - turns out
to be the 'exception that proves the rule'. The insertion
of this processed Adh gene created a chimeric gene,
dubbed jingwei. This new gene shows a reduced amino-
acid sequence divergence relative to the level of synony-
mous divergence - changes in codons that do not affect
the amino acids specified - between the two species,
implying that it has some, as yet unknown, function [4].
It appears therefore that, in Drosophila, useless extra
DNAs inserted into the genome never spread to fixation
as pseudogenes do in mammals.
Whatever the cause of this discrepancy in transposable
element site frequencies, its evolutionary consequences
are profound. Transposable element sites in Drosophila
have short half-lives, and a family only persists because its
replication during transposition compensates for the
selective loss at individual sites. The selection that main-
tains the functional integrity of the elements occurs
regularly during the replications associated with trans-
position, and the majority of family members remain
functional. However, at a given transposable element site,
selection will not operate to maintain function, and at an
ancient site elements will be inactivated by mutation. The
high frequencies seen in mammals implies that the sites
are old (and this can often be confirmed by comparisons
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between species). The vast majority of interspersed
repetitive DNAs in mammals will thus have decayed into
inactive elements incapable of further transposition.
Such an inactivation process has consequences for the
evolutionary relationship between copies of a transpos-
able element family, and this has been studied in the
mammalian long interspersed element (LINE) family, L1
[5]. These sequences are found abundantly in the
genomes of all mammals, with around 100 000 copies in
mice and humans. Lacking the long terminal repeats
characteristic of retrotransposons and retroviral proviruses,
L1 elements are classified as retroposons. They can be up
to six kilobases in length (although most are shorter with
5' truncations), have a poly-A tail at their 3' end, and are
flanked by 5-15 base duplications. Their two long open
reading frames of 375 and 1 300 codons include one with
homology to retroviral reverse transcriptases. The impli-
cation of these structural features - that transposition of
L1 elements occurs through transcription and reverse
transcription - has been confirmed experimentally [6].
Abundant sequence information has now been obtained
about L1 elements from the mouse Mus domesticus and
the rat Rattus norvegicus, and, from these sequences,
phylogenies have been estimated [5,7]. These phylo-
genies have revealed, as expected, that only a small
proportion of L1 sequences appears to be capable of
transposition. Furthermore, in the mouse, these sequen-
ces fall into a phylogenetically restricted cluster. Thus, all
of the most recently derived elements (as measured by
their low percentage sequence divergence) occur in just
one small branch of the tree [7]. The most surprising
result, however, is that this branch of the tree is charac-
terized by a different, and non-homologous, promoter
sequence from that found in other elements.
A transposable element that moves via RNA must be
transcribed, and L1 sequences have apparently solved this
problem by the having promoters that, unusually, use
RNA polymerase II transcription from an internal pro-
moter. In fact, four non-homologous promoters have
been seen in the rodent L1 sequences: the R-type
sequence found in the rat, and three promoters in the
mouse named V, F and A. Of these, the R, A and F pro-
moters exist as repetitive monomers. Although these 5'
sequence types are non-homologous, if sequencing is
extended 3' into the homologous downstream regions,
such as the first open reading frame, the phylogenetic tree
that is produced shows very strong clustering of the pro-
moter sequences, and all the most modern mouse sequen-
ces are of the A type. It appears that new promoters are
being sequentially recruited by the element; presumably
they are fortuitously derived from sequences at target sites.
No recent branches of the tree connect elements with
the F-type promoter, as if this promoter is inactive in all
copies. Direct evidence for this has come from an analysis
in which a consensus sequence was derived for all
sequenced F-type promoters [8]. This consensus sequence
was tested for its promoter strength in mouse F9 terato-
carcinoma cells, using a chloramphenicol acetyl transferase
reporter gene, and compared to the A-type promoter and
a collection of real F-type promoters from a variety of
sequenced elements. While the A-type promoter and the
F-type consensus were active in this assay, the individual
F-type sequences were not. This implies that the extant
F promoters have been inactivated by independent
mutations from an initially functional sequence.
Thus, it appears that there has been a successive replace-
ment of L1 element types, differing through their
recruitment of new promoter sequences. The. evolution-
ary questions raised are numerous. In particular, is the
acquisition of a new and highly active promoter by one
or a subset of L1 sequences causal in the elimination of
activity of the rest? Is there, in fact, competition between
active L1 lineages, such that transpositional success of one
L1 type reduces transposition rates for others? If so, does
such competition result from the shortage of a limiting
cellular component required for transposition? If, on the
other hand, there is no such competition between
elements, so that inactivation and evolutionary changes
in elements are uncorrelated random events occurring in
different branches of the tree, what is the explanation for
the persistence of the L1 sequence as an active transpos-
able element in all the mammals? Insights into the
answers to these questions may perhaps be gained also
from studies of the primate Alu SINE (short interspersed
element) sequence, which also exists as a small, perhaps
very small, number of actively transposing sequences
amid a vast population of inactive ones [9].
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